Baseball Season Opens Today;   Weeks Slated to Pitch at Siena
Friday afternoon at three o'clock, State opens its 1964 baseball season with an
away game against the Siena Indians. Despite reports to the contrary, the Lumber-
ville Club field will be ready for the game, weather permitting. To take care of
the round duties in this initial contest, Coach Burtinage has chosen a three-man
reliever staff, according to Kimball. Ray Weeks, Roy's three victories last year accounted for half the Pod
win and he is counted on for an even better performance this year.

The starting infield includes co-captain Dick Ockertl at the plate and
first base. Rounding out the diamond will be Mike Pod, John Burtinage at
shortstop and either Pop Pizzutto or Joe Mantua at
driver.
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Rivalry Death Inevitable

Somewhere the twenty-one lines that make up this obituary sit as a terrible threat strike as long a tradition. As Rivalry. But perhaps it is best to let it go as a memory of itself, instead of bringing it back onto a campus which has inherited its own. We are not yet born to the death of Rivalry—if, of course, it has a death. It is coming ever since the decision to expand into a University was made.

Rivalry succumbed to natural causes. It was definitely out of place and impossible entirely even in the ever-expanding community. The undergraduate lived in a world of its own and was in most cases disappeared into the past few years. If there is anything to be learned from the death of Rivalry, it is that things can change tremendously in the past two years. We can but hope that as we achieve full university status, in fact as well as in name, that these new values will not be allowed to move more and more into the structure of the school.
Tennis Team Defeats Plattsburgh 7-2;
Meets Oneonta Red Dragons Today
by Joe Silveman

Opening the season in style, the Varsity Tennis team defeated Plattsburgh State 7-3 in the home match last Saturday. Play was hampered by wind and overcast skies.

In the singles matches Tom Rea, John Hartman, Bill Weiler won, Rossen Yarrow lost 6-1 in the first game, Weiler lost 6-0 in the second game, and the score is 6-4 in favor of Albany.

One Run Scorer

Three basemen Pat Plesnake hit a good pop-up to left field at the top of the first inning, but before the runner could be tagged out, two runners were safe and a run was scored. Bill Schellkoph was hit by the pitch, and the first and second runners on the bases.

Dick Kimball relieved starting pitcher Joe Mazzuruli in the fifth inning with one out and runners on first and second, and the score 6-4 in favor of Albany.

Pep Pizza is an on-field pitch in Saturday's opener to score the first run of the game.

Frosh Netmen Debut Today

Coach Garcia Optimistic

Frosh Baseballers Open Thursday;
Nass Receives Pitching Assignment

by Joe Constanza

The Frosh, according to Coach L. P. Garcia, had a grueling week of practice, and are ready to face their opponents in Saturday's match.
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